
Thriving at 7,000 ft., Mancos, CO: A Sovereign Community Proposal 

Challenge 

White Wind Ranch Institute lies in what is called the Four Corners area. The ‘four corners’ does 

not refer to the man-made state lines but rather the roughly elliptical area bordered by the four 

sacred mountains: the mountain to the east: Mt. Blanca (east of Alamosa, CO); to the south: Mt. 

Taylor (north of Grants, NM); to the west: San Francisco Peaks (north of Flagstaff, AZ); and to 

the north: Mt. Hesperus (north of Mancos, CO). This area is in the valley east of Mesa Verde 

National Park (see above) home of the mysterious ‘ancient ones’ who populated the area in vast 

numbers around 1200-1300 A.D. 

The gas and oil industry has termed the “Four Corners Area” a sacrificial extraction site for the 

proliferation of fracking and fossil fuel processing. Satellite pictures show two prominent things: 

the Great Wall of China and the highest toxic cloud of methane in the nation hovering over the 

four corners area. http://www.hcn.org/articles/nasa-finds-methane-hot-spot-over-four-corners. 

The proliferation of cancerous deaths among area citizens, including Native people, is alarming. 

Vision 

A more conscious lifestyle, embodying energy systems that support humanity AND nature, 

growing local foods free of contaminants, educating youth in trades, healing modalities, 

agriculture, and free energy requires courage and harmoniously collaboration. Intentional 

communities have been the vogue for decades. Some of them work, some do not. It is my belief 

that the consciousness of the community members plays a vital role. If the approach is trust, 

respect, compassion, participation, courage, and open communication the community thrives.  

http://www.hcn.org/articles/nasa-finds-methane-hot-spot-over-four-corners


Strategic Considerations—combining three adjacent parcels (just under 120 acres) 

Because this Institute proposal embodies a major “game changer”—the way we live, the way we 

treat natural resources, a sovereign lifestyle—it is important to be thoughtfully strategic. Current 

government systems are not in alignment with what is needed for this change. Therefore, a 

sequential step-by-step process is needed to carefully build an independent sovereign nation. 

Crowd-funding and/or venture capital investments as seed (start-up) financing are options. 

Perhaps, first quietly secure the properties, then install free energy systems, followed by 

establishing the foundation for light manufacturing of energy systems, additionally secure 

irrigation rights (in one case maybe re-establishing), finally digging deep wells with energy 

generators to pump the water.  

Perhaps, it would be wise to have these things in place before filing sovereignty documentation. I 

also agree very much with New Earth Network policy that keeping good relations (not 

adversarial) with local government is essential. 

1. This 9.5 acre property may serve as the initial Trust parcel toward a multi-parcel 

sovereign Institute. This property has a $50,000 home equity loan note. I am currently 

only paying interest each month. There is also a straw bale stucco workshop/residence in 

need of an ‘extreme home make-over”, a two story barn which could be a manufacturing 

site for quantum energy generators or a bunk-house/mess hall (canteen). There is also a 

20’x 20’ commercial-sized south facing glass front greenhouse in need of stabilization. 

 

2. The two bordering properties are for sale: a 9.5 acre parcel to the east which has a well 

(needing to be dug deeper for better water) listed at $275,000 (over $1K overpriced); 

http://www.zillow.com/homedetails/40656-Road-G-Mancos-CO-81328/113185198_zpid/  

and the 100.7 acres to the south (bordering public lands) which has a 4-bedroom, 2 bath 

home and two beautiful ponds listed at $735,000. (NOTE: IF possible use an alternate 

realtor than the listing agent, “Baca” –there appears to be community apprehension of 

prior practices.) http://www.trulia.com/property/3141938854-40514-Road-G-Mancos-

CO-81328  

Program 

 I have been ‘stewarding’ this parcel since 1990 holding the vision to create an ashram 

(incorporating basic values and a meditative approach) school for entrepreneurial 

internships in light manufacturing free energy generators and organic agriculture. 

Eventually, llamas for textile production, bees for honey/candle manufacturing, and a 

healing arts institute could be added. I would like to include members of the local 

indigenous people in this effort. Train these youth to take free energy technology back to 

their tribes to disengage from gas/oil driven industry, utilities, and transportation. I hold a 

doctoral degree in education and would like to include a teacher-training institute for 

heart-centered learning. 

 

http://www.zillow.com/homedetails/40656-Road-G-Mancos-CO-81328/113185198_zpid/
http://www.trulia.com/property/3141938854-40514-Road-G-Mancos-CO-81328
http://www.trulia.com/property/3141938854-40514-Road-G-Mancos-CO-81328


 Outreach: 

o Neighborhood: There are several small organic farms across Road G to the north 

operated by some hard-working young farmers. We need to support them; 

additionally, I propose a White Wind Community Garden spanning two acres 

bordering Road G. Neighborhood and county-wide participants for whom 

gardening is labor-intensity, can contribute an annual fee/barter, work 1-2 

hrs/week weeding, watering, planting, and harvesting. Participants may take as 

much produce as they need.  

o Regional: Provide a free-energy demonstration for the citizens living under the 

‘methane cloud’ in the four-corners area. Technical assistance provided for 

economically viable and environmentally sound employment transitions. 

Policy 

The policy of this ‘ashram school/community’ Institute necessitates no substance usage: drugs 

(including pot) and/or alcohol. The spiritual philosophy is ‘Advaita’ or Oneness (unity 

consciousness). This is a training and education center for sustainable practices, including 

healing, alternative energy systems, agriculture, and future animal husbandry and bee keeping. 

Two non-negotiables are the ‘no-substance’ policy and the name, “White Wind Ranch Institute” 

honoring my brother who died hang-gliding. For him ‘fitting’ in the rigid social structure was a 

life-long difficulty. It is the mission of this Institute to provide a venue for courageously 

manifesting a way of mindful, healthy living for those who live here and for the disenfranchised. 

On myself  

A Colorado native, I am a published author and public speaker. I 

also hold advanced degrees in education, including 

transformational learning.  

I am a vegetarian, Brahmacharya yogini teaching Kundalini yoga/meditation 

classes twice weekly. White Wind Ranch has hosted workshops, trainings, and 

ceremonies since the early 1990s. I especially love youth, elders, indigenous 

people, gardening, and the ‘free energy’ movement. 

 

Further Logistics 

 The start-up team and investors may comprise the directors for White Wind Ranch 

Institute. As indicated in the New Earth Nation guidelines, family members of investors 

would be considered as members of the sovereign community. 
 To move off the grid with free energy generators, initially four buildings each need a 

system (a single generator will power a family residence forever—no touching parts to 

wear out): 

a. The 4-bdrm residence on the 100.7 acres to the south 

b. The 2-story barn 



c. This 3-bdrm residence 

d. The straw bale stucco building 

 The link below is an open source for manufacturing free energy generators—the 

materials, the staffing, the technical assistance available. If there are other options, that’s 

great! As indicated, staffing includes construction, electricians, etc. 

http://www.fixtheworldproject.net/start-your-own-qeg-production-unit.html  (from QEG: 

Quantum Energy Generator project). 

Respectfully submitted,  

Barbara Rousseau, Ed.D. 
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